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Global Investigations
Litigation support
Fraud investigations
Counterfeiting investigations
Piracy Investigations
Security Systems
Due Diligence
Asset Searches
Competitive Intelligence
Background investigations
Cyber crime
Surveillance
Protection
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Our team
From different nationalities and backgrounds
(former

magistrates,

communication

information

and

professionals, investigators

and analysts), our staff is proficient in law,
trade, management, strategic and competitive
intelligence,

both

in

public

and private

sectors. Our business is relevant to national
and international activities, mainly connected
to commercial and financial issues, and is also
effective in money laundering, investigations,
intelligence, counterfeiting, black market,
cyber

crime,

individuals

professionals, with over

twenty years of experience, operates world-wide,
assisted by its large network of carefully selected
and highly skilled agents and correspondents,
covering a broad range of areas of expertise.
priority

is

to

ensure

crisis

discretion,

trustworthiness, reliability and efficiency and we
bring to bear a deep understanding and inside
knowledge of business, government, financial, legal
and private practices.
While maintaining the highest standards of ethics
and professionalism, Alp Services provides a wide
variety of services specifically tailored to the needs
of its clients, be they public or private
organizations, governments or individuals.
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Since 1989

based in Geneva, Switzerland, founded in 198 9.

Our

companies,

of

litigation support and asset searches.

Alp Services SA is a full service investigative firm

of

and

protection

management, risk analysis, due diligence,

Our company
Alp Services staff

surveillance,
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Our Services
Global Investigations
Litigation support
Fraud investigations
Counterfeiting investigations
Piracy Investigations
Security Systems
Due Diligence
Asset Searches
Competitive Intelligence
Background investigations
Cyber crime
Surveillance
Protection
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Since 1989

Alp Services SA works and thrives
on creative, proactive professional
challenges. The above description
is simply an introduction. Contact
us with your specific needs to
discuss personalized solutions. We
shall be glad to assist you.
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Range of Services

Global Investigations
Alp Services carries out investigations in any location world-wide through its
network of partners. Our investigations include many types of searches, such as
fraud investigation, white collar crime, asset searches, litigation support, crisis
management, pirac y, counterfeiting, corruption, competitive intelligence, etc.

Litigation Support

A

Alp Services is highly experienced in working with attorneys to support client
civil and criminal litigation efforts in many ways, including procuring specific
resources and useful documents, records and evidence, locating witnesses and
providing rep orts.

Fraud Investigations

Since 1989

We provide international fraud investigative services to corporations, insurance
companies, law firms and individuals. Alp Services staff, seconded by its network
of international colleagues, is specifically skilled in this domain using all
available intelligence-gathering methods, including the most sophisticated
technological means.
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Counterfeiting Investigations
We help companies fight against product counterfeiting of all types, as well as
grey market conflicts, and work proactively to offset the damage caused.

Piracy Investigations
We investigate and report in details on how to curtail and fight cases of pirac y,
with special expertise in I T-related pirac y.

Security Systems
We work with various professionals (security firms, engineers, architects) in
order to advise our clients on complete security systems, both visible and
invisible, or on op timizing existing facilities.

Due Diligence

A

In this sector of business intelligence, we assist our clients in their strategic
choices by analyzing the relevant context, the relationships and the reputation
of the subject. In addition, we provide back ground information on future
contacts or partners, which could prove essential to the decision-making
process...

Asset Searches

Since 1989

We conduct searches on a world-wide basis, identifying assets such as real estate
(houses, apartments, land, area, etc.) and other properties (vehicles, aircraft,
b oats, etc.). We also identify other corporate or partnerships interests and carry
out financial identifications and locations with respect to companies or
individuals.
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Competitive Intelligence
We find pertinent, yet difficult-to-find information regarding the strengths and
weaknesses of a client's competitors. Alp Services also assists in determining the
most appropriate strategies to fight the competition. Competitive intelligence
is also vital to making business decisions with respect to acquisitions, mergers
and sales.

Background Investigations
In many situations, it may be necessary to conduct in-depth background checks.
Background investigations can also be applied to cases of threats, conspirac y,
extortion, false claims, conflicts of interest, recruitment or partnership, etc.

Cyber crime
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Our specialists are at ease in hostile information technolog y environments,
whether these consist of security networks, monitoring of personal computers,
pirac y, hacker prevention strategies, etc.

Surveillance and protection

Since 1989

Alp Services acts expeditiously to conduct surveillance services, from the simple
to the use of highly advanced mobile equipment. Alp Services acts quickly to
set up security services and close protection by experienced professionals to
executives in business, industr y, government and individuals, both in public and
private.
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Affiliations
Alp Services SA is a member of the following organizations:

W.A.D.
World Association of Detectives

S.C.I.P.
Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals

A.B.I.
Association of British Investigators

FEDERPOL
Italian Federation of Private Detectives,
Investigators and Security Information

N.A.I.S.
National Association of Investigative Specialists,
USA
I.K.D.
Internationale
Komission
International Fédération of
private Detectives

der
Detektiv,
associations of

S.N.A.R.P.
Syndicat National des Agents de Recherches
Privées, anciennement France détectives
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A.C. F.E.
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners
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Location & Contact

ALP SERVICES SA
Rue de Montchoisy 36
1207 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: 00 41 (0)22 70 7 8 7 22
Fax: 0041 (0)22 786 4 8 60

Since 1989

Email: contact@alpservices.com
Web: ww w.alpservices.com
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